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Abstract. Query performance prediction (QPP) is a core task in infor-
mation retrieval (IR) that aims at predicting the retrieval quality for a
given query without relevance judgments. QPP has been investigated for
decades and has witnessed a surge in research activity in recent years;
QPP has been shown to benefit various aspects, e.g., improving retrieval
effectiveness by selecting the most effective ranking function per query
[5,7]. Despite its importance, there is no recent tutorial to provide a com-
prehensive overview of QPP techniques in the era of pre-trained/large
language models or in the scenario of emerging conversational search
(CS); In this tutorial, we have three main objectives. First, we aim to
disseminate the latest advancements in QPP to the IR community. Sec-
ond, we go beyond investigating QPP in ad-hoc search and cover QPP
for CS. Third, the tutorial offers a unique opportunity to bridge the
gap between theory and practice; we aim to equip participants with the
essential skills and insights needed to navigate the evolving landscape
of QPP, ultimately benefiting both researchers and practitioners in the
field of IR and encouraging them to work around the future avenues on
QPP.

1 Motivation and Objectives

Query performance prediction (QPP) is a core task in information retrieval (IR).
The task of QPP aims to predict the effectiveness of retrieved results for a given
query in the absence of relevance judgments [14,18,24,33]. The importance of the
QPP task cannot be overstated because of numerous applications of QPP. QPP
serves as a guiding compass at query time. QPP can choose the most effective
ranking function per query and select the best variant from multiple query refor-
mulations [51], delivering more relevant and tailored results to users [11,15]. QPP
can be instrumental in optimizing the retrieval efficiency by choosing the appro-
priate number of documents to process in a multi-stage retrieval setting [19].
Moreover, in the scenario of emerging conversational search (CS) [25,37,39],
QPP can predict the retrieval quality for each user query in a conversation and
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assist an intelligent system in determining when to take the initiative (e.g., ask
a clarifying question) [1] to get more information from a user [6,43]. Apart from
the application at query time, a recent study [29] has shown the application of
QPP in creating a collection; this study uses QPP to predict adaptive pool depth
for each query so as to reduce relevance judgment costs.

Despite the importance of QPP to the IR community, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been only one tutorial [42] about QPP at ICTIR 2020. We
believe that it is the right time to revisit the idea of having a QPP tutorial for the
following three reasons: (i) with the rapid development of advanced neural-based
techniques in recent years, QPP has witnessed a surge in proposing neural-based
QPP methods [4,16,23,35,36,47,51] or predicting the performance of neural-
based retrievers [3,22,26,27,47]; (ii) conversational search (CS) [30,38,52] has
been recognized as an emerging research area in IR, and research [25,37,39] into
QPP for CS have been conducted very recently.

This tutorial has three main aims to provide a platform to disseminate the
latest advancements in QPP to the IR community. Moreover, we go beyond
investigating QPP in ad-hoc search and delve into studying QPP for CS, which
has remained relatively under-explored. Last but not least, this tutorial offers
a unique opportunity to bridge the gap between theory and practice. We will
provide practical insights and hands-on experience to empower researchers, prac-
titioners, and enthusiasts to effectively apply QPP techniques in their work. In
summary, our main objectives in this tutorial are as follows:
– Highlighting the importance of QPP: we aim to underscore the pivotal

role that QPP plays in enhancing IR, by illuminating various applications of
QPP.

– Providing a comprehensive overview of latest QPP methods: our
tutorial endeavors to provide participants with a thorough and up-to-
date overview of state-of-the-art QPP techniques. This comprehensive sur-
vey spans both lexical-based methods and the latest neural-based QPP
approaches, ensuring that attendees gain insights into the diverse landscape
of QPP methodologies.

– Exploring the impact of cutting-edge neural-based techniques
advancements on QPP: we shed light on the latest developments within
the QPP task, specifically, how predicting the performance for neural-based
retrievers differs from conventional sparse retrievers. We also cover the work
done exploring the potential of leveraging potential of leveraging large lan-
guage models (LLMs) to enhance QPP methods. Our goal is to foster a
forward-looking perspective, inspiring participants to contribute to the ongo-
ing evolution of QPP research in the IR community.

– Exploring QPP for CS: we first summarize the findings and insights from
very recent studies into QPP for CS, and then show the drawbacks of current
QPP methods in the scenario of CS, and discuss open avenues for future
research.

– Facilitating hands-on experience with supporting materials: to
enhance the learning experience, we are committed to equipping participants
with supporting materials that enable practical application.
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2 Format and Schedule

This tutorial will span a half-day, totaling 3 h plus breaks, and will be presented
in person. We propose the following program:
Introduction to QPP [25min]. This opening section provides (i) a founda-
tional understanding of the task of QPP in the context of ad-hoc search and
CS, (ii) applications of QPP (why QPP is vital) in these domains, (iii) different
categorizations of QPP methods, including pre-retrieval and post-retrieval QPP
methods, and (iv) various evaluation methods [28] relevant to QPP task.
Pre-retrieval QPP Methods [30 min]. This section focuses on strategies for
conducting QPP before the retrieval process. We include (i) statistical-based
pre-retrieval QPP methods [32–34,53], and (ii) recently introduced neural-based
ones [8,9,44,45,50] We highlight the drawbacks and advantages of both cate-
gories.
Post-retrieval QPP Methods [55 min]. Since post-retrieval QPP methods
have attracted more attention compared to pre-retrieval QPP methods, we will
cover both lexical-based QPP methods and neural-based methods, separately.
We will explore the principles and techniques that underlie lexical-based QPP,
gaining insights into how lexical features and linguistic analysis can be harnessed
to assess and enhance QPP after retrieval, covering state-of-the-art retrieval
score-based QPP methods [10,20,40,46,48,54]. In addition, We dive into the
cutting-edge domain of neural-based post-retrieval QPP methods. Participants
will acquire a profound understanding of how neural networks and advanced
machine learning techniques are employed to forecast query performance follow-
ing the retrieval process. Our exploration covers QPP methods based on basic
neural networks [2,21,51], along with methods based on pre-trained language
models [4,16,23,31,36].
Impact of Retriever Types on QPP Effectiveness [25 min]. Many studies
in QPP have primarily focused on predicting the performance of traditional high-
dimensional sparse retrievers like BM25. However, recent research has expanded
the scope by investigating how predicting the performance of other retriever
types, such as dense or learned sparse retrievers, can differ from sparse retrievers
[3,22,26,27,47]. In this section, we first demonstrate and discuss how different
retriever types impact the effectiveness of QPP methods, paving the way for a
deeper understanding of this evolving landscape; and we pose research questions
that hold the potential to shape the future of QPP in this domain, encouraging
exploration in this field.
QPP and LLMs [15 min]. LLMs have already been successfully used in many
IR tasks, such as re-ranking [41] and query expansion [49]. However, QPP using
LLMs has been little studied. In this section, we will explore and discuss the
potential ways of harnessing LLMs to enhance QPP effectiveness.
QPP for CS [15min]. This section delves into QPP for CS. We aim to (i)
summarize the findings and insights from very recent studies [25,37,39] into
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QPP for CS, (ii) show the drawbacks of current QPP methods in the scenario
of CS, and (iii) discuss open avenues for future research.
Limitations and Future Work [10 min]. In the final segment, we will (i)
engage in a thoughtful discussion about the major theoretical and conceptual
limitations that currently exist in QPP research and practice, and (ii) present
exciting avenues for future work, inspiring participants to contribute to the ongo-
ing evolution of QPP in IR. Last but not least, throughout the whole tutorial, we
hold interactive hands-on experience sessions in which, participants will receive
access to interactive Google Colab Notebooks, built on top of our recent com-
prehensive QPP repository,1 allowing them to apply their knowledge in practice.
Attendees will have the opportunity to implement QPP methods in real-world
scenarios, reinforcing their understanding and refining their practical skills, pro-
viding a more tangible experience of prediction outcomes and enabling partici-
pants to compare them from computational perspectives.

3 Intended Audience

Our tutorial is thoughtfully designed to accommodate a diverse audience, cater-
ing to individuals with varying levels of familiarity with IR and related subjects.
Our intended audience for this tutorial consists of two main groups: (i) profes-
sionals who already possess a solid understanding of fundamental IR techniques;
our tutorial serves as a valuable extension of their knowledge by providing deeper
insights and practical knowledge; and (ii) people who may be relatively new to
these advanced topics; we offer them a friendly entry point by starting with the
basics of problem formulation; while we assume that our participants have a
foundational understanding of topics typically covered in an undergraduate IR
course, our tutorial will provide the necessary details and explanations to ensure
that all participants can comfortably access and comprehend the content.

4 Presenters

Negar Arabzadeh is a Ph.D. student at the University of Waterloo. Her
research is aligned with ad-hoc search and CS in IR. Negar’s Master’s thesis was
focused on neural-based pre-retrieval QPP. She has published relevant papers in
SIGIR, CIKM, ECIR, and IP&M. Negar has previously conducted tutorials in
SIGIR 2022, ECIR 2023, and WSDM 2023 [12,13,17].
Chuan Meng is a Ph.D. student at IRLab, University of Amsterdam, super-
vised by Maarten de Rijke and Mohammad Aliannejadi. His main research topic
is CS and QPP. Chuan has published papers in prestigious proceedings such as
SIGIR, EMNLP, CIKM, and AAAI. Moreover, he serves as a committee member
for conferences including ACL, WWW, EMNLP, WSDM, COLING, SIGKDD,
AAAI, ECIR, and a reviewer for journals including TOIS and IP&M.

1 https://github.com/ChuanMeng/QPP4CS.
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Mohammad Aliannejadi is an Assistant Professor at IRLab, University of
Amsterdam. His research interests include conversational information access,
recommender systems, and QPP. Mohammad has co-organized various evalua-
tion campaigns such as TREC CAsT, TREC iKAT, ConvAI3, and IGLU. More-
over, Mohammad has held multiple tutorials and lectures on CS, such as CHIIR,
SIKS, and ASIRF.
Ebrahim Bagheri is a Professor and the Director for the Laboratory for Sys-
tems, Software, and Semantics (LS3) at Toronto Metropolitan University. He
holds a Canada Research Chair (Tier II) in social information retrieval and an
NSERC industrial research chair in social media analytics. He currently leads
the NSERC program on responsible AI (http://responsible-ai.ca). He is an asso-
ciate editor for ACM transactions on intelligent systems and technology (TIST)
and Wiley’s computational intelligence.
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